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Therefore, you must find out where they like to be and choose your communication channels accordingly. One
program "Bridge" is enrolling tens of thousands of people in non-interventional studies across China to better
understand how liver cancer is now diagnosed and treated. Offline Marketing Offline marketing is every
marketing strategy and tactic fulfilled outside of the scope of the Internet. This is because of inconsistent use
of staff uniforms which can fail to promote an image of professionalism. Map Out Your Strategies and Tactics
The objectives you established earlier as discussed in section two enable you to have a focus that helps you
create an effective integrated marketing communications strategy IMC. Grid Key: The Meyer channel
integration grid has identified strengths and weaknesses in the current communication approach of the Meyer
organization. Integrated Marketing is a method or process of establishing a unified and flawless experience for
communicating with your prospects and customers. Just as you identified your targeted audience in section
one, you also need to figure out your objectives for an integrated marketing campaign. Your entire company
must be made aware of what your business is ultimately gunning for, and each person has to understand what
exactly he or she has to do to hellp accomplish these goals. Online review sites also indicate that some
consumers believe that the Myer message is inconsistent because the Myer product quality and staff service
ethics do not always meet the expectations of a high-end consumer â€” which is what the Myer advert appears
to be aiming for REFERENCE? Another area to look at when creating an integrated marketing campaign is to
identify your objectives. Where are they located? Have a Clear Understanding of Your Target Audience It is
of great importance that you clearly pinpoint your targeted audience in terms of geo-location, demographic,
and so forth. The tagging factor is highly integrated in the print and direct mail channel. The common image
factor shows high integration of all channels except sales staff which is considered as moderate. A message
strategy of positioning and brand image are used to build up awareness of Myer, and push the planned
message. Their attitudes and behaviors? The tagline factor is highly integrated in the print and direct mail
channel. Offline marketing strategies can include placing advertisements in print and broadcast media. More
details, they use the advertising and public relationship spread their brand image, as well as the related
information.


